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1. CTIP



CTIP

<E-Government Framework>
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<Our CTIP>



CTIP - Trouble Shooting

<AWS – security setting>
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<Maven – pom.xml>



CTIP - Trouble Shooting

<REDMINE, TestLink – install problem>
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<Bitnami Package>



2. System Testing



System Testing

<Category Partition Test>
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- We took a lot of effort to put a 
hidden use case in category test

- It seems to divide the categories well.

- wrongly dividing category 
may cause some problems.

- It was difficult to reduce the number of cases 
by applying constraints.



System Testing

<Pairwise Test>
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- It was difficult to use pict tool because it is made of Excel macro



System Testing

<Brute Force Test>
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- It is not possible to test non functional requirements 

using category partition and Pairwise test so we use brute force test



System Testing

<Testlink>
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- It is useful for test case management

- Because we can link test case & requirement, 
It is easy to know each test case is linked to 
what requirement

- Testlink provide just link to redmine
so we cannot find advantage

- U.I and U.X is bad



3. Static Analysis



Static Analysis

<SonarQube>
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- It was easy to use because SonarQube

provide korean language pack

- It was easy to apply rules 

of checkstyle, pmd, findbug

- U.I. and U.X. is good



<CheckStyle, PMD, FindBug>

Static Analysis
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- when we are coding, 
we need to consideration about rules.

- Because we didn’t know detail of rules, 
we apply many rules(PMD, FindBug)



4. Improvement of S.V 



Improvement of S.V
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- Would be useful if the school provide a server.

- Would be helpful if we practice category partition method at practice time.

- Would be better to check CTIP environment in presentation.

- English presentation is very hard so every presentation must be in English. 

forever . . . . :-)

<Improvement of S.V>



5. Cooperation with 
S.M.A Team



Cooperation with S.M.A. team
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- After first System Test, S.M.A team’s response is poor.

- It is sad that we didn’t often meet S.M.A. team

- Last year, we were S.M.A team and cooperate S.V team. 
this year we knew S.V teams difficulty because we experience S.V.

<Cooperation with S.M.A. team>

Thx



Thank You !


